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Can India Facilitate a
US-Iran Rapprochement?

n Neil Padukone
Eight years of Indo-US amity, the stamp of which was the
civilian nuclear deal, have raised expectations of a mutually
beneficial bilateral relationship. But with America’s
realignment towards Afghanistan, the financial crisis, and
the ensuing moves towards Pakistan and China,1 many in
India worry that the “natural” Indo-US friendship may
soon become a thing of the past.
If India is not considered necessary in global politics, it will
be easily ignored. Therefore, to take the relationship forward,
India must demonstrate that it is essential in the resolution
of global challenges. One way for India to play a meaningful
role, particularly as China has refused to cooperate on the
issue,2 is to facilitate a US-Iranian rapprochement.

US-Iranian Engagement
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With tribulations in Afghanistan, Iraq, the Levant and the
nuclear realm, and a failed policy of confrontation, the
Obama administration has opened the doors to engagement
with Iran.3 But after 30 years of hostility, reversing course
comes with challenges: each is waiting for the other to act,
dismissing the others’ goodwill as empty talk. Although
considerable turbulence remains in the wake of the
controversial Iranian presidential election, imperatives on
nuclear non-proliferation in particular, will compel the US
back to the negotiating table.
While Iran’s nuclear programme remains America’s
central consideration vis-à-vis Iran, a number of other
strategic imperatives would be well served by an Iranian
rapprochement. As the United States draws down from
Iraq, stability is contingent on the cooperation of the

Iranians and their satisfaction that Iraq will not be used as
a base to attack them.4
Meanwhile, as the United States has shifted its focus
towards Afghanistan - and set 2011 as a cut-off date for
beginning to withdraw troops - Iranian cooperation in
Afghanistan would accomplish two important aims. First,
greater coordination with Iran in western Afghanistan
would aid in countering Baluchistan-based Taliban fighters
and bringing the western Afghan warlords in Tehran’s
sphere of influence into the political process.
Second, a transport link through Iran to Afghanistan
would reduce Western dependence on an unreliable
Pakistan. Since 2001, more than 70% of NATO’s supplies
and 40% of its fuel have passed through the mountains of
northern Pakistan,5 a precarious supply line that has been
repeatedly attacked by Baluch and Taliban
insurgents.6 This is the only transport link
between the Arabian Sea and International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) troops
in Afghanistan, and as a result, the West is
reliant on Pakistan and subject to attack
from the anti-ISAF forces therein. An Iranian
alternative to Pakistan’s unstable highways
would diminish this reliance. Thereafter, the
US would be at greater liberty to put pressure
on Pakistan to end support for pernicious
groups such as the Taliban.7
Iran’s geographic location, petro-power
(the world’s second and third largest reserves
of natural gas and oil,8 both of which have
potential for greater development) and ties
to Islamic organisations around the world
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(Hamas and Hizbullah in the Levant, Shi’a groups in Iraq
and elsewhere) make Iran a de facto regional power. The
ouster of the Saddam Hussein and Taliban regimes in Iraq
and Afghanistan, respectively, removed Iran’s main regional
threats, enhancing its strategic position. These strengths are
often used in ways that counter American interests, more
due to political enmity than innate geostrategic divergence.
Many fear that an American détente will only solidify
Iran’s regional power. Alternate American options for
‘dealing with’ an Iranian nuclear programme, however,
remain untenable. First, with the politically impractical
‘economic’ solution, economic sanctions would not garner
enough global support to sufficiently coerce Iran.9 Second,
a strategically unviable military option may remove a few
of Iran’s suspected nuclear sites, which would delay but
not destroy Iran’s nuclear capability.10 The military option
would provoke the regime to take countermeasures like
mining the Strait of Hormuz11 or accelerating its nuclear
programme, as well as fuel anti-Americanism throughout
the Islamic world. Third, regime change by support for
anti-Tehran groups—such as the Marxist Mujahideen-eKhalq and the Al-Qaeda-aligned Jundullah12—has failed
for decades, except in further antagonising Iran.
Since Iran’s economic resources and geostrategic
strengths will enhance the country’s position regardless, it
would only help the US to ensure this influence aligns with
its own interests. This was the case at the beginning of both
the Afghan13 and Iraqi14 campaigns, when Iran ensured the
cooperation of its local allies and provided intelligence to
the United States. Moreover, engaging with Iran would
open up its 60-million strong population to US trade after
decades of sanctions. A lack of US engagement with Iran,
on the other hand, leaves the field open for US competitors
such as Russia or China to fill the gap.15

While Iran’s nuclear program
remains America’s central
consideration, a number of other
strategic imperatives would
be well served by an Iranian
rapprochement.

Strengthening ties with a rising
global power like India would help
Iran overcome its waning political
status.
US-Iran and India
When it comes to bear, such a rapprochement would
benefit India as well. In the 1990s, many saw a “TehranNew Delhi Axis” emerging through political, economic,
and technological exchanges.16 As the US and India
strengthened their partnership in the early 2000s, however,
India sided with the US in opposing the Iranian uranium
enrichment programme in the United Nations (UN) and the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). With these
votes, India effectively chose Washington over Tehran,
weakening the burgeoning Iranian connection.17
A US-Iranian rapprochement would reconcile the
“Iran-or-US” bifurcation in India that has happened in the
wake of the nuclear deal debates—a reconciliation that
would give New Delhi more autonomy in its own strategy.
If the United States ‘signed off’ on engagement with Iran, a
number of opportunities would open up for India.
In the 1990s, one of America’s aims in supporting the
Taliban, which both Iran and India opposed, was to stabilise
Afghanistan and develop Central Asian energy pipelines
that circumvented Iran at any cost.18 However, with the
United States on board under an Iranian rapprochement,
oil and natural gas pipelines from Central Asia and the
Caucasus could extend more efficiently and more cheaply
through a stable Iran (compared with the Afghan and
Pakistani alternatives) to the Arabian Sea, feeding India’s
growing energy needs.19
At present, Islamabad does not allow India to move its
goods and aid across Pakistan and into Afghanistan.20 An
Iranian alternative would allow India, Afghanistan, and the
United States to circumvent Pakistan altogether. This would
lessen global reliance on Pakistan in the Afghan campaign,
and give the West a freer hand in dealing with Pakistani links
to nefarious groups such as the Lashkar-e-Tayyiba.21
A strong US-Iran-India understanding would also
distance Iran from China and counter the Chinese ‘string

The Benefits for Iran
A rapprochement with America—and the heightened
relations with India that would follow—would also meet
Iranian objectives. In Afghanistan, the opium trade from
which the Taliban profits, has Iran as its key victim. With
approximately 3 million opium users, Iran has “the world’s
worst heroin problem,” according to Peter Reuter, a drug
expert and professor at the University of Maryland.24
Not to mention, the Wahhabi-influenced Islamists in
Afghanistan that threaten India, ISAF and the West, as well
as Afghanistan itself, are anathema to Iran as well.
After the 2001 invasion of Afghanistan, the US has tried
to counter the geographic, political, and cultural influence
that Iran has in the western region of that country. Owing
to hostility with the West after 2003, this influence has
been aimed at destabilising western Afghanistan, through
weapons trafficking and support for anti-ISAF warlords.25
However, by partnering with the United States and Afghan
forces, Iran’s influence can be directed towards shared
strategic aims: countering narcotics trafficking, opposing
the Taliban, intelligence sharing and counter-terrorism
cooperation, and stabilising Afghanistan.
Politically, the Islamist fervor that sustained Iran’s
influence in the Muslim world since the 1979 revolution,
has diminished since the flawed elections, in which images
of government forces massacring Muslim civilians flooded
the global media.26 On the ‘Arab street’, Iran is not the
infallible demigod of Islamic revival it once was. Even
the European Union, in spite of the support it once lent
in the face of American pressure, has joined the anti-Iran
bandwagon.27 Despite its strategic assets, the country needs
allies.
Strengthening ties with a rising global power like
India would help Iran overcome its waning political
status. Indian and Iranian interests converge further in
developing Central Asian markets and managing great
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power politics—particularly the Chinese role—in both
Central Asia and the Gulf. Infrastructure connecting Iran to
Central Asia, and Central Asia to the world, is lacking, and
Indian plans to develop transnational roads and railways
in Iran28 would serve these aims well. In fact, as Iran’s own
strategic profile has been expanding—to places such as
the economically pivotal Gulf of Aden and even Southeast
Asia29—a partnership with India, a growing naval power in
the Indian Ocean, would also be mutually beneficial.
Ultimately, a US-Iranian rapprochement would remove
major roadblocks to both Indo-Iranian and Indo-American
ties, and enhance the US-India-Iran trilateral relationship
for mutual benefit.

Challenges to a Trilateral Alliance
Despite the potential convergence of interests and the logic
of a rapprochement, American ‘overtures’ in 2009 have
been half-hearted at best. American support for anti-Iranian
groups such as Jundallah and ties to the Mujahideen-eKhalq continue,30 while both military plans31 and economic
sanctions32 for dealing with Iran have never been taken off
the table fully, limiting the political space for a ‘détente’.
This is to say nothing, of course, of Iranian tests of short,
medium, and long-range missiles,33 refusal to comply with
IAEA and UN mandates on its nuclear programme,34 or to
cease belligerency in Iraq.35
A few big thorns remain in the side of a détente. The
first is the controversial Iranian nuclear programme. From
an Iranian perspective, maintaining uncertainty over a
nuclear programme makes great strategic sense. An Iraq
without nuclear weapons was attacked, while a nuclear
North Korea was given concessions—what better way than
nuclear weapons to resist a hostile United States? Iranian
threat perceptions are amplified by the fact that the US has
flanked Iran from the east in Afghanistan, the west in Iraq,
the north through US troops in Azerbaijan and Central
Asia, and the south via the Gulf Arab states. Until American

… a transport link through Iran to
Afghanistan would reduce western
dependence on an unreliable
Pakistan.
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hostility is removed, it is unlikely that the Iranians would
give up any aspects of their nuclear programme.
The second, related thorn is the Israel factor, which
looms over US-Iranian relations.36 For years, the Islamic
Revolutionary regime has antagonised Israel, which worries
that Tel Aviv would be the target of an Iranian nuclear
weapon strike. Iranian demonisation of Israel, however,
emanates more from the political gain Iran accrues in the
Muslim world than from any deep-seated hatred; attacking
Israel—and being destroyed in retaliation—would be of
little value to Tehran. In fact, after the Iranian Revolution,
Israel and Iran openly cooperated against a common Iraqi
enemy.
As Trita Parsi argues, since the 1960-80s period in
which Israel cultivated ties with Turkey and Iran to balance
its hostile Arab neighbours, Jerusalem has reversed course.
In its post-1993 “New Middle East” doctrine, Israel has
warmed up to Arab regimes while framing Iran as a rising
regional threat.37 Today regional dynamics are bifurcated:
Sunni Arabs, most prominently Saudi Arabia, have endorsed
the Palestinian and Lebanese factions that are closer to
Israel and the United States, while the Iranians influence the
anti-Israel Levantine groups: Hamas, Hizbullah, and the
Bashar al-Assad regime in Damascus. An Iranian nuclear
weapon would decidedly tilt this balance in one direction,
limiting the flexibility of the other faction.38
An Iranian bomb, however, would upset more than just
the United States and Israel. Even without a nuclear weapon,
Iranian power worries Arab rulers.39 Iran influences Gulf
trade, and Arab politics through Hamas, Hizbullah, the Shi’a
community in Iraq and elsewhere, while Shi’a empowerment
instigates anti-government Islamist forces throughout
the Arab world.40 If the Iranians, with a nuclear weapon,
consolidated their control over vital areas like Hormuz
and could freely challenge the United States, their regional
hegemony would be ensured, upsetting stability in the whole
of West, South and Central Asia. An Iranian bomb would
compel Saudi Arabia and the other Gulf Arab countries to
develop bombs of their own. An Arab nuclear arms race may
also involve Pakistan for political, technical and ideological
reasons—an augmentation of Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal that
would, in turn, affect South Asian stability.41
Nuclearisation aside, a warming of American and Indian
relations with Iran may upset Israel, India’s burgeoning
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Since Iran’s economic resources and
geostrategic strengths will enhance
the country’s position regardless, it
would only help the US to ensure
this influence aligns with its own
interests
strategic partner and number one military supplier;42
raise Pakistan’s threat perceptions; and worry the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) nations,43 which employ
over three million Indians and provide India with foreign
exchange and a great deal of its imported petroleum.44
Some Israelis feel that securing peace with their Arab
neighbours and ensuring their ‘special alliance’ with
the United States, both require a common enemy—a
role filled by Iran, that would be lost with an American
rapprochement.45 A lasting peace, though, would not only
have to rely on the inclusion of Iran and its Levantine allies,
but also on the kind of regional economic framework that
only Israel can be the foundation of; Israel has become vital
to both the region and the United States, strategically and
economically. Moreover, Israel and the US share cultural
and ideological bonds that are, in the words of President
Obama, “unbreakable”.46
To the east, if the United States had an Iranian
alternative to Pakistani transport links, Pakistan’s
importance would lessen. Meanwhile, fears that India is
using Iran to try to ‘encircle’ Pakistan would rise. Pakistan
may feel compelled to use its leverage—in Baluchistan and
both sides of the Durand line in particular—to try to spoil
any cordiality and keep the US enmeshed in the status
quo. An Iranian option, however, would distribute the
Afghan burden and enable Pakistan to concentrate on the
insurgents that have increasingly targeted the Pakistani
state. In the longer term, a trilateral shift would not be an
anti-Pakistan move, but a way to ensure regional economic
integration. With Iran on board in a more stable Central
Asia, both Pakistan and Afghanistan would benefit from
enhanced regional trade.
The GCC countries, for their part, fear that an Iran
bolstered by an American détente would result in a Shi’a-
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dominated Iraq hostile to its Sunni Arab neighbours, as
well as Iranian hegemony in the Persian Gulf. But Iranian
adventurism has only emerged when other regional actors
do not recognise Iran’s regional influence. Iran was a spoiler
to the 1993 Oslo Accords precisely because it was not
included in the process and recognised as a regional pivot,
while its harmful manipulation of Shi’a politics throughout
the Middle East originates from Washington’s post-2003
isolation.
As a regional heavyweight (and with the Iraqi threat
quelled), Iran’s largest strategic challenges come from
outside the region: Great Britain and the Soviet Union in
the past and the United States today. Even Israel could not
single-handedly sideline Iran; it required the diplomatic
muscle of the United States, starting in the mid-1990s,
to try to isolate the Persians. Stability in the Levant and
the Gulf would require the positive engagement of Iran.
Unfortunately, any Iranian antagonism towards America’s
regional allies remains, largely due to the debilitating USIranian political confrontation.
The final outstanding issue in US-Iranian relations
is democracy.47 For decades, not only have the political
and security institutions of Iran been closed to democracy
and to the United States—so too has the economy. A
mountainous terrain has made the development of
industrial infrastructure near impossible in Iran. Thus, the
economy is reliant on the country’s hydrocarbons sector,
which, nationalised in the wake of the 1979 Revolution,
has remained closed and oligarchically controlled by the
regime. The revenues of the energy sector are centrally
manipulated and can be targeted at whatever priorities
the government deems fit.48 This has ensured compliant
politico-religious foundations, a ubiquitous security

Stability in the Levant and the
Gulf would require the positive
engagement of Iran. Unfortunately,
any Iranian antagonism towards
America’s regional allies remains
largely due to the debilitating USIran political confrontation.

system, and just enough cheap gasoline and public services
to keep Iranian citizens acquiescent.49
Following the June 2009 election protests, however,
the reach and power of resistance groups have ostensibly
increased—so much so that many expect this round of
opposition, dubbed the ‘Green Movement,’ to displace
the current, ‘moribund’ regime.50 Thus the United States
is grappling with mutually exclusive options: opening
up to the regime would help resolve the nuclear issue
and other strategic imperatives, while continuing its
isolation would bolster an apparently consequential
democracy movement.51 US assistance, however, would be
counterproductive, rationalising Tehran’s fears of ‘foreign,
imperialist meddling’ and tarnish the credibility of the
movement; supporting a democratic movement would
simply weaken it and antagonise the regime further. The
alternative, passively waiting for another revolution would
not pan out in a timely fashion, as other strategic challenges
unfold—Iraq and the Gulf, the surge in Afghanistan,
Iran’s nuclear programme and the regional response to it.
Meanwhile, immense doubts remain over the potential of
this democratic uprising.52
A rapprochement would more sustainably accomplish
both strategic and political aims: enable the US and Iran
to cooperate in the strategic realm while opening Iran up
to external influences—trade, commerce and contact—that
would ultimately benefit the Iranian middle class. Far
from appeasement, engagement would provide the most
sustainable means of dealing with the multiple challenges
the world faces vis-à-vis Iran.

Indian Initiative
India must take the lead in encouraging both the United
States and Iran towards a rapprochement—perhaps, as
many American scholars53 and Iranian leaders themselves54
have put it, a “grand bargain” in which the Iranians eschew
nuclear weapons55—that is in the greatest interests of all
three countries.
India should be the key interlocutor, and use its good
offices to enhance the trust between the United States and
Iran. This is not a pipe dream, but a proven, effective
option. Turkey, for instance, a country with many cultural
influences, has used its immense soft power to bring
conflicting parties together: Syria and Israel, Israel and
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Palestine, and others.56 India, at the crossroads of multiple
civilisations, could play a similar role.
Many Indians feel that at the moment, Indo-Iranian
relations have reached a nadir.57 Iran’s emphasis of
Kashmir in forums such as the Organisation of the Islamic
Conference (OIC), and India’s UN and IAEA votes have
raised suspicions between the countries. As a result,
Indian efforts to develop the Chah Bahar Port in Iranian
Baluchistan and connect it to the Zaranj-Delaram highway
in Afghanistan, and Iran’s first liquefied natural gas (LNG)
plant, not to mention the Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) pipeline,
have all fallen by the wayside.58
However, in addition to the “civilisational ties”
that have been the rhetorical bedrock of Indo-Iranian
relations, India’s economic relationship with Iran is
a strong point of confluence. Indo-Iranian economic
relations are strong and growing, based largely around
hydrocarbons trade. Indian oil imports from Iran
increased by 9.5 percent in 2008-09, accounting for 16.5
percent of India’s crude oil imports; Iran is currently
India’s second largest supplier of oil.59 By 2008, bilateral
trade reached $9 billion per year, while India’s Oil and
Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC), along with other
Indian firms such as the Hinduja Group, have entered
into negotiations to develop the offshore Farzad B gas
field as well as the South Pars gas field, an investment
of more than $11 billion over the coming years.60
Meanwhile, despite being one of the world’s largest
petroleum producers, Iran lacks a significant refinery
infrastructure of its own, forcing it to rely on imports for
over 40 percent its own consumption. By some accounts,
40 percent of the oil imported by Iran is from refineries
in India61—no insignificant matter.
There have been disputed reports that under US
pressure, Reliance Industries, India’s main supplier of

India should be the key interlocutor,
and use its good offices to enhance
the trust between the United States
and Iran. This is not a pipe dream,
but a proven, effective option.

India’s government, think-tanks,
and business community should
initiate a joint back-channel
diplomatic venture to facilitate a
rapprochement between the United
States and Iran based on economics
and shared regional interests.
gasoline to Iran, ceased or curtailed its sales of gasoline to
Iran in mid 2009.62 This pressure may increase in light of
the gasoline sanctions that are under consideration in both
the United States House of Representatives and Senate.
Disengagement, however, would harm both India and the
United States: Iranian antagonism against both countries
would increase, while Iranian partners like Russia,63
Turkmenistan,64 or China65 may fill the void in the Iranian
energy sector.
Indian investment in hydrocarbons and transport
infrastructure, in tandem with strategic alignment with
both the United States and India in Central Asia and
elsewhere, would be a powerful incentive for Iran to
curtail and make transparent its nuclear programme.
India’s government, think-tanks, and business community
should initiate a joint back-channel diplomatic venture
to facilitate a rapprochement between the United States
and Iran, based on economics and shared regional
interests. Key Indian stakeholders in Iran that would
be central to this process include the Border Roads
Organisation of the Ministry of Defense, Reliance
Industries, Oil and Natural Gas Company (ONGC),
Gas Authority of India Ltd (GAIL), and Essar Oil. A
détente initiative must not be one of carrots and sticks,
but based on mutually beneficial futures defined by the
following vectors:
l Cessation of US-Iranian political enmity
l Transparency in Iran’s nuclear programme
l US disengagement from anti-Iranian activities
l Enhanced Indian investment, on agreeable terms, in
Iranian transport and hydrocarbon infrastructure
l Development of an Iran-based transport link from the
Arabian Sea to Afghanistan

l

l

l
l

Trilateral cooperation vis-à-vis Afghanistan in the realms
of intelligence sharing, counter-terrorism cooperation,
and countering narcotics trafficking
Indo-Iranian economic partnership (hydrocarbons
trade, strengthening of the North-South Corridor,
further exploration of the IPI Pipeline)
US-Indo-Iranian strategic cooperation in Central Asia
and the Indian Ocean
US-Iranian coordination in Iraq and the Levant
US-Indo-Iranian nuclear energy cooperation66

Conclusion
Former Iranian Foreign Minister Kamal Kharrazi once
expressed the hope that both the US and Iran may be ready
for an opening, but “for that to happen, we must be able to
trust” one another.67 Motivated by the opportunities that
would come with strong trilateral ties, India must use its
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conviviality with both countries to bridge the trust gap.
After Prime Minister Manmohan Singh’s recent trip
to the United States, Indian pundits were left unsatisfied
asking what India can get from the United States. They
did not give a thought to what India will bring to the
table. But with a trilateral initiative inaugurated and
facilitated by New Delhi, Washington would see India
as the keystone to an Iranian rapprochement that would
open up a region of opportunities. Meanwhile, India
can forego its bifurcated view of the world, in which
one country is chosen over another, and begin to forge a
long-term regional and global strategy in which its own
interests are served.
Neil Padukone is a Visiting Fellow at the Institute
of Security Studies, Observer Research Foundation, New Delhi
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the arrangement over reprocessed nuclear fuel. According to
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would “have to accept that Iran will continue
enriching uranium, and that the only realistic
potential resolution to the nuclear issue would
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an increasingly sophisticated nuclear fuelcycle programme that is carefully safeguarded
to manage proliferation risks.” Leverett and
Leverett, n. 30.
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